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Building for the best look

It goes without saying that Max Exterior panels can
be used for more than just covering large areas.
Various special shapes and milling can be used to
also create plank elements—such as those often used
in decks and patios.

We are proud to offer such processing services using
the most modern CNC equipment. 
We would be happy to receive your request!

Skid-resistant and
visually appealing

Plank elements with dark wood décor and Hexa surface

Close-up view of wood decor with Hexa surfacePlank elements with light wood décor and Hexa surface
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Hexa surface

skid-resistant
weather-resistant

environmentally friendly
strong



Acrylic PUR resin
(weather protection) 
with Hexa surface

Acrylic PUR resin
(weather protection) 
with Hexa surface

Decor

F-core
brown (flame-retardant)

The Hexa surface 
for Max Exterior panels

Quality

Max Exterior panels are duromer high-pressure lamin-
ates (HPL) in accordance with EN 438-6, type EDF,
which are produced in laminate presses under great
pressure and at high temperatures. Double-hardened
acrylic polyurethane resins make for highly effective
weather protection which is especially well-suited to
permanent applications. Max Exterior panels bear the
CE label required for construction applications.

Product characteristics

� NH top (Hexa NT surface)
� NT bottom
� brown core (F-quality)
� NH skid-resistance: R 10 as defined by DIN 51130
� XL format = 4,100 x 1,850 mm
� thickness: 6–20 mm 
(depending on structural requirements)

Structure of Max Exterior panel with Hexa surface

Close-up view of Hexa surface

Used as balcony floor panel

A variety of décors

Planners and builders can choose from numerous
décors. For the Hexa surface, all solid colours, creat-
ive décors and wood décors from the Max Exterior
Collection are available. The variants of the Authentic
décor series are also available with the Hexa surface.

Used on a platform for seating

Used in the restoration of stairways, patios and docksUsed as skid-resistant flooring (boathouse, lake resort) and docks

Advantages

� durable, high-quality construction product
� skid-resistant surface thanks to special texture
� strong
� high degree of rigidity permits distances of subcon-
struction up to 800 mm
� weather-resistant
� frost-resistant
� environmentally friendly
� easy to work with
� decorative
� both visible and hidden fastenings possible
� no minimum order

Installation instructions and sub-constructions can be
found in our “Exterior Technique” brochure.

Decorative 
and durable

Used as patio flooring

Impressive 
in every situation

Applications

For use either in horizontal, walkable areas such as

balcony floors
on metal or wood sub-constructions for new
balconies, or for the restoration of existing bal-
conies (removal of the old sub-construction is
unnecessary in most cases)

patios, recessed balconies, stairways, 
platforms, outdoor dining areas, docks

easy to install
mostly on wood sub-constructions

or for vertical surfaces such as

ventilated facades
with an unusual, interesting texture

wall cladding

In all cases, either bottom-ventilation or back-
ventilation must be ensured.


